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Model for Developing Researchers

Response
- Mentorship
- Attendance at NAPCRG

Activities
- MHSC/MPPH
- Online Research Methods Course
- Informal Education

Personal Characteristics
(Passion; Self-esteem; Self-confidence)

Finding Resources
(Funding; Space; Protected Time; Faculty Support)

Building Research Skills

Programs
- CI
- CBCI
- PCRN

Finding Resources
(Funding; Space; Protected Time; Faculty Support)
DEVELOPING HEALTH RESEARCHERS
(A program of ascending mentorship)

Timeline (5-10 years?)

--- PRPub = Peer-Reviewed Publication ---
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Department of Family Practice, UBC
DEVELOPING COMMUNITY BASED RESEARCHERS
(Protected Time, Mentorship, Networking, Distributed Support = Site Visits)

A  B  C  D  E

STAGES

Writing for Publication (Writing Group)
Grant Writing Workshop (Internal Review)
Research Project Workshop (Project Mgmt, Budget)

Conference Presentation (Free Standing Papers, Posters):

UBC CI   WCFMRG   FMF   NAPCRC
Conference

Granting Agencies to Target:

BCCFP   Vancouver   MSFHR   CIHR
CFPC   Foundation
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